ecoFinish Now Has An Atlantic Canadian Partner
Revolutionary Swimming Pool Finish ecoFinish. Excellent Alternative to Pool Paint, Plaster and Vinyl Pool
Liners
Online PR News â€“ 03-November-2014 â€“ Revolutionary New Swimming Pool Finish ecoFinish Excellent
Alternative to Pool Paint, Plaster and Vinyl Pool Liners Now Available for Atlantic Canadian Customers
Â
FINALLY, A WORRY FREE FINISH IS DESIGNED
Â
For decades, swimming pool installers used various types of Pool Coatings such as mosaic tiles and
cementitous finishes such as plaster, Marcite and Gunite. These porous finishes require a long and
complicated start up procedure and are notorious for staining, shrinking and cracking.
Vinyl liners quickly became a popular alternative to plaster finishes but vinyl Liners have their own
drawbacks; they are prone to staining from sun tan lotions (which cannot be cleaned); bleaching from pool
chemicals and/or poorly maintained PH levels which may cause wrinkles and creasing in a short period of
time.
Â
After years of testing, research and development, ecoFinish introduces a revolutionary and innovative
technology utilizing thermal spray systems and pneumatically applied aquaBrightpool finishes. aquaBrightwas
developed specifically for concrete, cementitious, plaster, fiberglass, steel, aluminum and hybrid pools and
spas. ecoFinish offers Pool Professionals and their clients an eco-friendly alternative that eliminates virtually
all of the problems associated with other pool finishes on the market today.
Â
aquaBright by ecoFinish was designed as a permanent pool finish using a unique powder coating system. It
cures instantly. It is fade, stain and crack resistant.
aquaBright provides a hard wearing swimming pool and spa finish that is designed for concrete, fiberglass,
steel and hybrid pools with a variety of different surfaces. Unlike traditional pool liners, pool plasters or
grouted joints which are only water resistant, aquaBright is a watertight product.
Â
No VOCs aquaBright is the environmentally friendly solution. It contains no VOCs and there is little or none of
the waste associated with plaster.
Â
aquaBRIGHT offers a 10 year guarantee against fading, delamination, staining and cracking and is available
in a variety of designer colours.
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Â
Contact Lowrys Pool Service Plus for more information
http://poolserviceplus.ca/
http://www.canadapoolcoating.com/
Â
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